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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present technique relates to a transmission device, a transmission method, a reception device, and a
reception method, and relates to the transmission device or the like for continuously transmitting video streams of a
plurality of services.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In broadcasting, it is assumed to transmit as mixing a plurality of services having different image formats, for
example, in different frame rates. For example, sports program are provided in a 120P service, other programs are
provided in a 60P service, and the like.
[0003] Conventionally, regarding HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding), for example, it has been proposed a temporal
scalability that hierarchical encoding is performed on image data of each picture which constitutes moving image data
(see Non-Patent Document 1). The reception side can identify a hierarchy of each picture based on temporal ID
(temporal_id) information which is inserted in a header of a NAL (Network Abstraction Layer) unit, and selective decoding
can be performed for the hierarchies which correspond to its decode performance.

CITATION LIST

NON-PATENT DOCUMENT

[0004] Non-Patent Document 1: Gary J. Sullivan, Jens-Rainer Ohm, Woo-Jin Han, Thomas Wiegand, "Overview of
the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) Standard" IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS FOR VIDEO
TECNOROGY, VOL. 22, NO. 12, pp. 1649-1668, DECEMBER 2012
[0005] US 2009/187960 A1 discloses an internet protocol television (IPTV) receiving system and a method of process-
ing data. The IPTV receiving system comprises a signal receiving unit for receiving an IPTV signal including respective
scalable video streams for IPTV services of a plurality of layers including a base layer and at least one enhancement
layer, the respective scalable video streams of the plurality of layers having different identifiers and program table
information for the scalable video streams, a demodulating unit for demodulating the respective scalable video streams
of the plurality of layers and the program table information of the received IPTV signal, a demultiplexer for identifying
and outputting the demodulated video stream of the base layer with reference to the demodulated program table infor-
mation and identifying and outputting the demodulated video stream of at least one enhancement layer, and a decoder
for performing video decoding on a video stream of at least one layer identified and outputted by the demultiplexer.
[0006] US 2013/070859 discloses a generic encoding and decoding framework for providing flexible and efficient
coding and decoding of video by multiplexing multiple component bitstreams into a multi-layer encoding (MLE) bitstream
with resetting identification information of the corresponding multiple component bitstreams.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0007] An object of the present technique is to easily prevent an occurrence of a display mute when a service is switched.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS

[0008] The invention is defined by the appended independent claims and will be more readily understood after reading
the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.
[0009] A concept of the present technique lies in a transmission device according to claim 1 and a transmission method
according to claim 6.
[0010] The first video stream and the second video stream are composed of first to Mth streams out of first to Nth
streams (M≤N). Then, the transmission unit applies a fixed identifier to the respective first to Nth streams.
[0011] In this manner, according to the present technique, a fixed identifier is applied to each stream. Then, in the
reception side, even when the service is switched, it is not needed to change setting of the filter to extract each stream
and, thus, an occurrence of a display mute can be prevented and a seamless display can be realized.
[0012] Here, in the present technique, for example, the transmission unit may constantly insert, during a transmission
period of the first video stream, identifier information of each stream that constitutes the first video stream into a container
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layer and transmit, and may insert, at a timing immediately before a transmission period of the second video stream is
started, an identifier information of each stream that constitutes the second video stream into the container layer and
transmit. In this case, the reception side can easily recognize the identifier of each stream that constitutes the currently
receiving video stream and, further, this helps to easily recognize the identifier of each stream that constitutes the video
stream to be received after switching before the switching is performed.
[0013] Further, in the present technique, for example, the transmission unit may insert, during the transmission period
of each video stream, the identifier information of the respective first to Nth streams into a container layer and transmit.
In this case, the reception side can always recognize the identifier information of the first to Nth streams.
[0014] Further, in the present technique, for example, the transmission unit may insert, during the transmission period
of each video stream, switching information into a container layer and transmit. In this case, for example, the switching
information may include frame rate information and/or stream structure information of the encoded image data included
in the second video stream. In this case, the reception side can easily recognize switching information such as a frame
rate of a video stream to be received after switching, before the switching is performed.
[0015] Further, in the present technique, for example, the first video stream and the second video stream may be
composed of at least a base stream out of the base stream and an enhanced stream. In this case, for example, a video
stream composed of the base stream may include encoded image data in a first frame rate, and a video stream composed
of the base stream and the enhanced stream may include encoded image data in a second frame rate which is twice
as fast as the first frame rate.
[0016] Further, in the present technique, for example, the image encoding unit may classify image data of each picture
that constitutes the moving image data into a plurality of hierarchies, encode the image data of the pictures in each
classified hierarchy, divide the plurality of hierarchies into M number of hierarchy groups, and generate the first to Mth
streams of each of the video stream which respectively has the encoded image data of the pictures of the divided each
hierarchy group, and hierarchical encoding may be performed so that the hierarchies of the pictures which are respectively
included in the respective first to Mth streams become within previously allocated ranges which are independent from
each other. With this hierarchical encoding, it is possible to avoid that a mismatch between a system layer and a video
layer about which stream a predetermined hierarchy is included.
[0017] Further, in the present technique, for example, the transmission unit may constantly insert, during the trans-
mission period of the first video stream, hierarchy range information of the picture of each stream that constitutes the
first video stream into the container layer and transmit, and may insert, at timing immediately before a transmission
period of the second video stream is started, hierarchy range information of the picture of each stream that constitutes
the second video stream into the container layer and transmit. In this case, the reception side can easily recognize the
hierarchy range of each stream that constitutes the currently receiving video stream, and further, can easily recognize
the hierarchy range of each stream that constitutes the video stream which is to be received after switching before the
switching is performed.
[0018] Further, in the present technique, for example, the first video stream and the second video stream may include
at least a base stream out of the base stream and an enhanced stream, and the image encoding unit may encode so
that the number of hierarchies of the pictures included in the enhanced stream becomes one. In this case, for example,
during the transmission period of each of the video stream, when only the base stream is included in the video stream,
the transmission unit may insert hierarchy range information of the picture of the base stream and hierarchy range
information of the picture of the enhanced stream into the container layer and transmit.
[0019] Further, another concept of the present technique lies in
a reception device according to claim 7 and a reception method according to claim 8.
[0020] According to the present technique, the reception unit receives a container in a predetermined format that
continuously includes a first video stream and a second video stream which include encoded image data. Here, the first
video stream and second video stream are composed of first to Mth streams out of first to Nth streams (M ≤ N), and a
fixed identifier is applied to the respective first to Nth streams. Then, the processing unit processes each stream included
in the first video stream and the second video stream by filtering based on the applied identifiers.
[0021] In this manner, according to the present technique, a fixed identifier is applied to each stream. Thus, even when
the service is switched, it is not needed to change the setting of the filter to extract each stream, and thus an occurrence
of a display mute can be prevented and a seamless display can be realized.
[0022] Here, in the present technique, for example, in the first to Mth streams of each of the video stream, image data
of each picture that constitutes the moving image data may be classified into a plurality of hierarchies, the image data
of the pictures in each of the classified hierarchies may be encoded, the plurality of hierarchies may be divided into M
number of hierarchy groups, and the encoded image data of the pictures of each of the divided hierarchy groups may
respectively be included, and hierarchical encoding may be performed so that the hierarchies of the pictures included
in each of the first to Mth streams become within previously allocated ranges which are independent from each other.
With this hierarchical encoding, a mismatch is avoided between a system layer and a video layer about in which stream
a predetermined hierarchy is included.
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EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0023] According to the present technique, an occurrence of a display mute when switching services can be easily
prevented. It is noted that the effects described here is not necessarily limited and any one of the effects described in
this disclosure may be achieved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0024]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a structure example of a transmission and reception system as an embodiment.
Figs. 2(a) to 2(f) are diagrams illustrating example cases of service switching.
Figs. 3(a) to 3(e) are diagrams illustrating examples of hierarchical encoding.
Figs. 4 (a) and 4 (b) are diagrams illustrating a structure example of a NAL unit header and a content of a main
parameter in the structure example.
Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a structure example of a transmission device.
Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating a structure example of an HEVC descriptor.
Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating a structure example of a seamless switch descriptor.
Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating a content of main information in the structure example of the seamless switch descriptor.
Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating a structure example of a video decode control descriptor.
Fig. 10 is a diagram illustrating contents of main information in the structure example of the video decode control
descriptor.
Fig. 11 is a diagram schematically illustrating a structure of a multiplexer.
Fig. 12 is a diagram illustrating a structure example of a transport stream TS in a case of transmitting a video stream
in a 60P service (including only a base stream).
Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating a structure example of a transport stream TS in a case of transmitting a video stream
in a 120P service (including a base stream and an enhanced stream).
Fig. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a structure example of a reception device.
Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating a structure example of a demultiplexer.
Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating an operation example in a transmission side (the transmission device).
Fig. 17 is a diagram illustrating an operation example in a reception side (the reception device).
Fig. 18 is a diagram illustrating another operation example of the transmission side (the transmission device).
Fig. 19 is a diagram illustrating another operation example of the reception side (the reception device).
Fig. 20 is a diagram illustrating an example of a change of a hierarchical encoding structure according to an operation
of service switching.
Fig. 21 is a diagram illustrating another example of the change of the hierarchical encoding structure according to
the operation of service switching.
Fig. 22 is a diagram illustrating another example of the change of the hierarchical encoding structure according to
the operation of service switching.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0025] A mode to execute the invention (hereinafter, referred to as "embodiment") will be described below. The ex-
planation will be made in the following order:

1. Embodiment
2. Modified embodiment

<1. Embodiment>

[Transmission and reception system]

[0026] Fig. 1 illustrates a structure example of a transmission and reception system 10 as an embodiment. The
transmission and reception system 10 has a configuration including a transmission device 100 and a reception device 200.
[0027] The transmission device 100 transmits a transport stream TS, which is a container format, using a broadcasting
wave or a packet in a network. In the transport stream TS, video streams of different services are continuously included.
In this case, each video stream is formed of first to Mth streams out of first to Nth streams (M ≤ N). In this case, a fixed
PID (packet identifier) is respectively applied to the first to Nth streams.
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[0028] Further, in the first to Mth streams that constitute each video stream, image data of respective pictures that
constitute moving image data are classified into a plurality of hierarchies, the image data of the classified pictures in
each hierarchy are encoded, the plurality of hierarchies are divided into M number of hierarchy groups, and the encoded
image data of the pictures in each divided hierarchy group is respectively included. In this case, hierarchical encoding
is performed so that the hierarchies of the pictures included in the respective first to Mth streams become within previously
allocated ranges which are independent from each other.
[0029] Figs. 2(a) to 2(f) illustrate example cases of service switching. Fig. 2(a) illustrates switching from a service in
a 2160/60/p video format to a service in a 2160/120/p video format. This is switching from one stream to two streams.
Fig. 2(b) illustrates switching from a service in a 1080/60/p video format to a 2160/60/p video format. This is switching
from one stream to one stream.
[0030] Fig. 2(c) illustrates switching from a service in a 1080/60/p video format to a service in a 2160/120/p video
format. This is switching from one stream to two streams. Fig. 2(d) illustrates switching from a service in a 2160/120/p
video format to a service in a 1080/60/p video format. This is switching from two streams to one stream.
[0031] Fig. 2(e) illustrates switching from a service in a 1080/60/p video format to a service in a 1080/60/i video format.
This is switching from one stream to one stream. Fig. 2(f) illustrates switching from a three program service in a 2160/60/p
video format to a service in a 4320/60/p video format. This is switching from three streams to one stream.
[0032] Figs. 3(a) to 3(e) illustrate examples of hierarchical encoding and each rectangular shape represents a picture.
Fig. 3(a) is an example that the highest hierarchy is 3 and the hierarchies 0 to 3 are all in the hierarchical range of the
base stream. In this example, there are pictures in all of the hierarchies 0 to 3. Fig. 3(b) is an example that the highest
hierarchy is 3 and the hierarchies 0 to 3 are all in the hierarchical range of the base stream. In this example, there is no
picture in the hierarchy 3 and this causes a hierarchy gap. Fig. 3(c) is an example that the highest hierarchy is 3 and
the hierarchies 0 to 3 are all in the hierarchical range of the base stream. In this example, there is no picture in the
hierarchy 2 and this causes a hierarchy gap.
[0033] Fig. 3(d) is an example that the highest hierarchy is 4, the hierarchies 0 to 3 are all in the hierarchical range of
the base stream, and the hierarchy 4 is in the hierarchical range of the enhanced stream. In this example, there is no
picture in the hierarchy 3 and this causes a hierarchy gap. Fig. 3(e) is an example that the highest hierarchy is 3, the
hierarchies 0 to 2 are in the hierarchical range of the base stream, and the hierarchy 3 is in the hierarchical range of the
enhanced stream. In this example, there are pictures in all the hierarchies 0 to 3.
[0034] In hierarchical encoding, for example, encoding such as H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC is performed so that a
referenced picture is encoded to belong to its hierarchy and/or a hierarchy lower than its hierarchy. To encoded image
data of the pictures in each hierarchy, hierarchy identification information (temporal_id) for identifying its hierarchy is
applied, for every picture. In a header part of an NAL unit (nal_unit) of each picture, "nuh_temporal_id_plus1") that
indicates hierarchy identification information (temporal_id) is provided. In this manner, when hierarchy identification
information is applied, the hierarchy of each picture can be found in a reception side.
[0035] Fig. 4 (a) illustrates a structure example of an NAL unit header (Syntax) and Fig. 4(b) illustrates contents
(Semantics) of a main parameter in the structure example. In the 1-bit field of "Forbidden_zero_bit," 0 is mandatory. The
6-bit field of "Nal_unit_type" indicates a type of the NAL unit. In the 6-bit field of "Nuh_layer_id, " 0 is assumed. The 3-
bit field of "Nuh_temporal_id_plus1" indicates temporal_id and takes a value (1 to 7) to which 1 is added.
[0036] During a transmission period of video streams of each service, PID (packet identifier) information is inserted
in a container layer. In this case, for example, the information is inserted with the following first or second PID information
insertion manner. The PID information is inserted under a program map table (PMT) for example.

[First PID information insertion manner]

[0037] In the first PID information insertion manner, during a video stream transmission period of one service, PID
information of each stream that constitutes the video stream is constantly inserted and, at timing immediately before
starting a video stream transmission period of a following service, PID information of each stream that constitutes the
video stream is inserted.

[Second PID information insertion manner]

[0038] In the second PID information insertion manner, during a video stream transmission period of each service,
PID information of the respective first to Nth streams is inserted.
[0039] Further, during the video stream transmission period of each service, hierarchy range information is inserted
into the container layer. The hierarchy range information is inserted under the program map table (PMT) for example.
In this case, during a video stream transmission period of one service, hierarchy range information of the pictures of
each stream that constitutes the video stream is constantly inserted, and at timing immediately before starting a video
stream transmission period of a following service, hierarchy range information of pictures of each stream that constitutes
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the video stream is inserted.
[0040] Further, during the video stream transmission period of each service, switching information is inserted to the
container layer. The switching information includes, for example, frame rate information, stream structure information
or the like of encoded image data included in the video stream of the following service. The switching information is
inserted under the program map table (PMT) for example.
[0041] The reception device 200 receives the above described transport streamTS, which is transmitted from the
transmission device 100 via a broadcasting wave or a packet in a network. In the transport stream TS, video streams
of a plurality of services are continuously included. Each video stream is composed of first to Mth streams out of first to
Nth streams (M ≤ N). Here, a fixed PID (packet identifier) is respectively applied to the first to Nth streams.
[0042] The reception device 200 recognizes the PIDs of the respective streams that constitute the video streams
included in the transport stream TS based on the PID (packet identifier) information inserted in the container layer. The
reception device 200 processes the respective streams that constitute the video streams by filtering based on the PIDs
applied thereto. The reception device 200 sequentially displays images of the video streams of each service which is
continuously included in the transport stream TS.
[0043] In this case, since a fixed PID (packet identifier) is respectively applied to the first to Nth streams, even when
services are switched, it is not required to change the setting of the filter to extract each stream. This prevents an
occurrence of a display mute and a seamless display is performed.
[0044] Based on the hierarchy range information inserted in the container layer, the reception device 200 recognizes
the hierarchy ranges of the pictures of the respective streams that constitute the video streams included in the transport
stream TS. In this case, since hierarchical encoding is performed so that the hierarchies of the pictures included respec-
tively in the first to Mth streams are within previously allocated ranges which are independent from each other, a mismatch
is avoided between the a system layer and a video layer about in which stream the predetermined hierarchy is included.
[0045] Further, based on the switching information inserted in the container layer, the reception device 200 recognizes
frame rate information or the like of encoded image data in a video stream of a following service before the service is
switched.
[0046] According to the present embodiment, it is assumed as N = 2, each video stream is composed of a base stream
only or composed of a base stream and an enhanced stream. Here, in a case of a service of 60P, a video stream is
composed of a base stream only and, in a case of a service of 120P, a video stream is composed of a base stream and
an enhanced stream.
[0047] According to the present embodiment, encoding is performed so that the number of the hierarchies of the
pictures to be included in the enhanced stream becomes one. Further, in a transmission period of a video stream which
is composed of a base stream only, the following first or second manner is used. In the first manner, only the hierarchy
range information of the base stream is inserted. In the second manner, in addition to inserting the hierarchy range
information of the base stream, information of hierarchy ranges which may be used in the enhanced stream is inserted.
[0048] In this case, for example, a minimum value (mix) and a maximum value (max) are set as different values and
it is even assumed that any enhanced streams exist in actual. In other words, according to the present embodiment,
encoding is performed so that the number of hierarchies of the pictures to be included in the enhanced stream becomes
one and when an enhanced stream exists, the minimum value (mix) and the maximum value (max) become the same
value.

[Structure of transmission device]

[0049] Fig. 5 illustrates an example of a structure of the transmission device 100. The transmission device 100 includes
a CPU (Central Processing Unit) 101, encoders 102A and 102B, compressed data buffers (cpb) 103A and 103B, a
multiplexer 104, and a transmission unit 105. The CPU 101 is a control unit and controls operation of each unit in the
transmission device 100.
[0050] The encoder 102A inputs uncompressed moving image data VDA with frame frequency of 60 Hz and for
example, performs encoding such as H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC. In this case, the encoder 102A classifies image
data of each picture that constitutes the moving image data VDA into plurality of hierarchies, encodes the image data
of the pictures classified into each hierarchy, and generates a video stream related to a 60P service having the encoded
image data of the pictures of each hierarchy. The compressed data buffer (cpb) 103A temporarily stores the video stream.
[0051] In this video stream, only a base stream is included. In other words, the encoder 102A generates a base stream
that includes encoded image data of the pictures in all hierarchies which are obtained by hierarchical encoding. Here,
hierarchical encoding is performed so that the hierarchy ranges of the pictures to be included in the base stream becomes
within a previously allocated range. For example, when the hierarchy ranges of the pictures included in the base stream
are hierarchies 0 to 3, for example, hierarchical encoding is performed so that the highest hierarchy becomes equal to
or smaller than 3, as illustrated in Figs. 3(a) to 3(c).
[0052] The encoder 102B inputs uncompressed moving image data VDB with a frame frequency of 120 Hz and for
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example, performs encoding such as H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC. In this case, the encoder 102B classifies image
data of each picture that constitutes the moving image data VDB into plural hierarchies, encodes image data of the
pictures classified into each hierarchy, and generates a video stream related to a 120P service having the encoded
image data of the pictures of each hierarchy. The compressed data buffer (cpb) 103B temporarily stores the video stream.
[0053] In this video stream, a base stream and an enhanced stream are included. In other words, the encoder 102B
divides the plural hierarchies into two and generates a base stream having encoded image data of the pictures in lower
hierarchies and an enhanced stream having encoded image data of the pictures in higher hierarchies.
[0054] Here, hierarchical encoding is performed so that the hierarchy ranges of the pictures included in the base
stream and the enhanced stream become within the previously allocated range, and encoding is performed so that the
number of hierarchies of the pictures included in the enhanced stream becomes one. For example, when the hierarchy
ranges of the pictures included in the base stream is hierarchies 0 to 3 and the hierarchy range of the pictures included
in the enhanced stream is hierarchies 4 to 5, for example, as illustrated in Fig. 3(d), the hierarchies of the pictures to be
included in the base stream is set as 3 or lower and the hierarchy of the pictures to be included in the enhanced stream
is set as 4.
[0055] When performing a service of 60P, the multiplexer 104 reads a video stream stored in the compressed data
buffer 103A and acquires a transport stream TS as a multiplexed stream by packetizing the data into a packetized
elementary stream (PES) and multiplexing the data into transport packets. In this transport stream TS, only a base
stream is included as described above. The multiplexer 104 applies a fixed PID (= PID_1) to this base stream.
[0056] Further, when performing a service of 120P, the multiplexer 104 reads a video stream stored in the compressed
data buffer 103B and acquires a transport stream TS as multiplexed stream by packetizing the data into a packetized
elementary stream (PES) and multiplexing into transport packets. In this transport stream TS, a base stream and an
enhanced stream are included as described above. The multiplexer 104 applies a fixed PID (= PID_1) to the base stream
and a fixed PID (= PID_2) to the enhanced stream.
[0057] The transmission unit 105 transmits the transport stream TS acquired by the multiplexer 104 to the reception
device 200 via a broadcasting wave or a packet in a network. In this case, for example, a transport stream TS of a 60P
service is transmitted and then a transport stream TS of a 120P service is transmitted. Alternatively, a transport stream
TS of a 120P service is transmitted and then a transport stream TS of a 60P service is transmitted.
[0058] During a video stream transmission period of each service, the multiplexer 140 inserts PID information under
the program map table (PMT). In this case, the multiplexer 140 inserts the PID information in the following first PID
information insertion manner or second PID information insertion manner.
[0059] In other words, in the first PID information insertion manner, during a video stream transmission period of one
service, PID information of each stream that constitutes the video stream is continuously inserted, and, at timing imme-
diately before stating the following video stream transmission period, PID information of each stream that constitute the
video stream is inserted. Further, in the second PID information insertion manner, during a video stream transmission
period of each service, PID information of both of the base stream and the enhanced stream is inserted.
[0060] Further, during a video stream transmission period of each service, the multiplexer 104 inserts hierarchy range
information under the program map table (PMT) . In this case, during a video stream transmission period of one service,
hierarchy range information of the picture of each stream that constitutes the video stream is continuously inserted and,
at timing immediately before starting a video stream transmission period of a following service, hierarchy range information
of the pictures of each stream that constitutes the video stream is inserted.
[0061] Here, during a transmission period of a video stream composed of only a base stream, the multiplexer 104
inserts hierarchy range information in the following first manner or second manner. In other words, in the first manner,
only hierarchy range information of the base stream is inserted. Further, in the second manner, in addition to hierarchy
range information of the base stream, information of a hierarchy range which may be taken by the enhanced stream is
inserted.
[0062] As described above, it is assumed that the number of hierarchies of the pictures to be included in the enhanced
stream is one, and the information of the hierarchy range which may be taken by the enhanced stream includes a plurality
of hierarchies for example. With this manner, the hierarchy range that may be taken by the enhanced stream literally
indicates a hierarchy range that the enhanced stream may take and it suggests that there is actually no enhanced stream.
[0063] For this insertion of the hierarchy range information, "temporal_id_min" and "temporal_id_max" fields of a
conventional HEVC descriptor is used. Fig. 6 illustrates a structure example (Syntax) of an HEVC_descriptor. The 8-bit
field of "descriptor_tag" represents a type of the descriptor and it represents an HEVC descriptor in this example. The
8-bit field of "descriptor_length" represents the length (size) of the descriptor and represents the number of following
bytes as the length of the descriptor.
[0064] The 8-bit field of "level_idc" represents a bit rate level specification value. Further, when
"temporal_layer_subset_flag = 1, "there are a 5-bit field of "temporal_id_min" and a 5-bit field of "temporal_id_max."
"temporal_id_min" represents a temporal_id value of the lowest hierarchy of hierarchical encoding data included in the
corresponding video stream. "temporal_id_max" represents a temporal_id value of the highest hierarchy of hierarchical
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encoding data included in the corresponding video stream.
[0065] Further, during a video stream transmission period of each stream, at least at the timing immediately before
the video stream transmission period of a following service is started, the multiplexer 140 inserts switching information
under the program map table (PMT) . For this insertion of the switching information, a newly defined seamless switch
descriptor (Seamless_switch descriptor) or an existing Video decode control descriptor (Video_decode_control descrip-
tor) is used.
[0066] Fig. 7 illustrates a structure example (syntax) of a seamless switch descriptor. Further, Fig. 8 illustrates main
information contents (semantics) of the structure example. The 8-bit field of "descriptor_tag" represents a descriptor
type. Here, it indicates that it is a seamless switch descriptor. The 8-bit field of "descriptor_length" represents the length
(size) of the descriptor and represents the number of following bytes as the length of the descriptor.
[0067] The 1-bit field of "EOS_flag" is a flag that indicates that "end_of_seq " is being encoded at the end of the stream.
"1" indicates that it has been encoded. "0" indicates that it has not been encoded. The 3-bit field of "number_of_streams"
represents the number of service streams after switching. The 4-bit field of "frame_rate" represents a frame frequency
of service streams after switching. For example, "1001" represents 60 Hz and "1100" represents 120 Hz.
[0068] The 4-bit field of "spatial_resolution" represents a surface imagery of service stream after switching. For example,
"0001" represents 720(h)*480(v), "0010" represents 1280(h)*720(v), "0011" represents 1920(h)*1080(v), "0100" repre-
sents 3840(h)*2160(v), and "0101" represents 7680(h)*4320(v). The 1-bit field of "scanning_format" represents a frame
structure. "1" represents progressive and "0" indicates to be interlaced.
[0069] Fig. 9 illustrates a structure example (Syntax) of a video decode control descriptor. Further, Fig. 10 illustrates
main information contents (Semantics) of the structure example. The 8-bit field of "descriptor_tag" illustrates a descriptor
type. Here, it represents a video decode control descriptor. The 8-bit field of "descriptor_length" indicates a length (size)
of the descriptor and represents the number of following bytes as the length of the descriptor.
[0070] The 1-bit field of "sequence_end_code_flag" is a flag indicating that "end_of_seq " is encoded at the end of
the stream. "1" represents that it is encoded. "0" represents that it is not encoded. The 4-bit field of "video_encode_format"
represents a format of service stream after switching. For example, "0000" represents 1080p(2K), "0111" represents
2160p(4K), and "1000" represents 4320p(8K).
[0071] The 1-bit field of "frame_rate_type" is a field to be newly defined and represents a type of frame frequency of
the stream after switching. "1" indicates to form a conventional frame rate of 60 Hz or lower and "0" indicates to form a
frame rate of 120 Hz or higher. The 1-bit field of "stream_not _extended_flag" is a field to be newly defined and indicates
that there is no enhanced stream in the stream after switching. "1" indicates that there is no enhanced stream with a
different PID, and "0" indicates that an enhanced stream with a different PID is multiplexed and 120p is composed
therewith.
[0072] Fig. 11 schematically illustrates a structure of the multiplexer 104. The multiplexer 104 includes a section
information (including a descriptor) generation unit 141, a null packet generation unit 142, a selector 143, a PID allocation
unit 144, and a TS multiplexing unit 145. The selector 143 inputs a video stream (a base stream) of a 60P service input
from outside, a video stream (a base stream and an enhanced stream) of a 120P service, streams of other services,
section information generated in the section information generation unit 141 and a null packet generated in the null
packet generation unit 142, and selectively extract some data therefrom.
[0073] The PID allocation unit 144 allocates a PID to each signal which is selectively extracted in the selector 143 that
is a video stream, section information, null packet and the like. The TS multiplexing unit 145 multiplexes each signal
and obtains a transport stream TS.

[Structure of transport stream TS]

[0074] Fig. 12 illustrates a structure example of a transport stream TS in a case of transmitting a video stream (including
only a base stream) of a 60P service. In this structure example, there is a PES packet "video PES1" of the base stream
which is identified by PID1. Here, PID1 is a PID fixed to the base stream.
[0075] In encoded image data of each picture, there is a NAL unit such as VPS, SPS, PPS, SLICE, SEI or the like.
As described above, in the header of the NAL unit, hierarchy identification information ("nuh_temporal_id_plus1" which
means temporal_id) of the picture is provided. In an SPS, "general_level_idc" which is a level specification value of a
bit stream is inserted.
[0076] Further, in a transport stream TS, a PMT (Program Map Table) is included as a PSI (Program Specific Infor-
mation). The PSI is information that indicates to which program each elementary stream included in the transport stream
belongs. In the PMT, there is a program loop that describes information related to the entire program. Further, in the
PMT, there is an elementary loop having information related to each elementary stream. In this structure example, there
is a video elementary loop (video ES1 loop) which is applicable to the base stream.
[0077] In this video elementary loop (video ES1 loop), information such as a stream type, a PID (packet identifier) and
the like corresponding to the base stream (video PES1) is provided and a descriptor that describes information related
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to the video stream is also provided. It is assumed that a value of "Stream_type" of the base stream is set as "0 x 24,"
and the PID information indicates PID1 that is applied to the PES packet "video PES1" of the base stream as described
above.
[0078] Further, as a descriptor provided to the video elementary loop (video ES1 loop), the above described HEVC
descriptor or seamless switch descriptor (Seamless_switch descriptor) is inserted. Here, in a case of using a video
decode control descriptor (Video_decode_control descriptor) in which a field of "frame_rate" is newly defined, an insertion
of the seamless switch descriptor is not required.
[0079] In the illustrated example, "level_idc " is set as "level5.1" in the HEVC descriptor. Further, it is set as
"temporal_id_min = 0" and "temporal_id_max = 3" so that it is defined that the hierarchy range of the base stream is
hierarchies from 0 to 3.
[0080] Here, in the first manner, there is only video elementary loop (video ES1 loop) corresponding to the base stream
under the PMT; however, in the second manner, there is also a video elementary loop (video ES2 loop), which is illustrated
with the dotted lines, corresponding to the enhanced stream.
[0081] In this video elementary loop (video ES2 loop), corresponding to an enhanced stream (video PES2) which does
not exist in actual, information such as a stream type, a PID (packet identifier) and the like is provided, and a descriptor
that describes information related to the video stream is also provided. It is assumed that a value of "Stream_type" of
the enhanced stream is set as "0 x 25," and the PID information indicates PID2 which is allocated to the PES packet
"video PES2" of the enhanced stream.
[0082] Further, as a descriptor provided to the video elementary loop, the above described HEVC descriptor or seamless
switch descriptor (Seamless_switch descriptor) is inserted. Here, in a case of using a video decode control descriptor
(Video_decode_control descriptor) in which a field of "frame_rate" is newly defined, the insertion of the seamless switch
descriptor is not required.
[0083] In the illustrated example, in the HEVC descriptor, "level_idc" is set as "level5.2." Further, it is set as
"temporal_id_min = 5" and "temporal_id_max = 6," and it is indicated that the hierarchy range that the enhanced stream
may take is hierarchies 5 and 6 and that the enhanced stream does not exist in actual.
[0084] Here, the PMT included in the transport stream TS in a case of transmitting a video stream (including only a
base stream) of a 60P service is generally assumed to have the illustrated content, and, at the timing immediately before
starting transmission of a video stream of a following service, it is updated to a new PMT having contents corresponding
to the video stream.
[0085] Fig. 13 illustrates a structure example of a transport stream TS in a case of transmitting a video stream (including
a base stream and an enhanced stream) of a 120P service. In this structure example, there are a PES packet "video
PES1" of the base stream which is identified with PID1 and a PES packet "video PES2" of the enhanced stream which
is identified with PID2. Here, "stream_id" represents the same service (broadcast channel), PID1 is a fixed PID of the
base stream, and PID2 is a fixed PID of the enhanced stream.
[0086] In the encoded image data of each picture of the base stream, there is a NAL unit such as VPS, SPS, PPS,
SLICE, SEI or the like. In the header of the NAL unit, hierarchy identification information ("nuh_temporal_id_plus1" that
means temporal_id) of the picture is provided. In the SPS, "general_level_idc" which is a level specification value of a
bit stream is inserted. Further, in the SPS, pictures belonging to each hierarchy indicated by "temporal_id" are collected
as a sub layer (sub_layer) and, when "sublayer_level_presented_flag" is set as "1," "sublayer_level_idc" which is a level
specification value of a bit rate of each sub layer is inserted.
[0087] On the other hand, in the encoded image data of each picture of the enhanced stream, there is a NAL unit such
as PPS, SLICE or the like. In the header of the NAL unit, hierarchy identification information ("nuh_temporal_id_plus1"
that means temporal_id) of the picture is provided.
[0088] Further, in the transport stream TS, a PMT (Program Map Table) as PSI (Program Specific Information) is
included. The PSI is information that describes to which program each elementary stream included in the transport
stream belongs.
[0089] In the PMT, there is a program loop that describes information related to the entire program. Further, in the
PMT, there is an elementary loop having information related to each elementary stream. In this structure example, there
are two video elementary loops (video ES1 loop and video ES2 loop) .
[0090] In each video elementary loop, corresponding to video streams (video PES1 and video PES2), information
such as stream types, packet identifiers (PIDs) and the like is provided and descriptors that describe information related
to the video streams are also provided. The detail description of the video elementary loop (video ES1 loop) is omitted,
but it has the same structure with the TS structure of Fig. 12.
[0091] In the video elementary loop (video ES2 loop), corresponding to the enhanced stream (video PES2), information
such as a stream type, a PID (packet identifier) and the like is provided, and a descriptor that describes information
related to the video stream is also provided. It is assumed that the value of "Stream_type" of the enhanced stream is
set as "0 x 25" and the PID information indicates PID2 that is allocated to a PES packet "video PES2" of the enhanced
stream.
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[0092] Further, as a descriptor provided in the video elementary loop, the above described HEVC descriptor or seamless
switch descriptor (Seamless_switch descriptor) is inserted. Here, when a video decode control descriptor
(Video_decode_control descriptor) in which a field of "frame_rate" is newly defined is used, insertion of the seamless
switch descriptor is not required. In the illustrated example, in the HEVC descriptor, "level_idc " is set as "level5.2."
Further, it is indicated that it is set as "temporal_id_min = 5" and "temporal_id_max = 5," and that the pictures included
in the enhanced stream is in hierarchy 5.
[0093] Here, the PMT included in the transport stream TS in a case of transmitting a video stream (including only a
base stream) of a 120P service is generally assumed to have the illustrated contents and, at the timing immediately
before starting transmission of a video stream of a following service, it is updated to a new PMT having the content
corresponding to the video stream.
[0094] An operation of the transmission device 100 illustrated in Fig. 5 will be briefly explained. To the encoder 102A,
uncompressed moving image data VDA having a frame frequency of 60 Hz is input. In the encoder 102A, to this moving
image data VDA, for example, encoding such as H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC and the like is performed. In this case, in the
encoder 102A, image data of each picture that constitutes the moving image data VDA is classified into a plurality of
hierarchies, the image data of the pictures classified into each hierarchy is encoded, and a video stream related to a
60P service having encoded image data of the pictures in each hierarchy is generated.
[0095] In this video stream, only a base stream is included. In other words, the encoder 102A generates a base stream
having encoded image data of the pictures in all hierarchies obtained by hierarchical encoding. Here, hierarchical encoding
is performed so that the hierarchy range of the pictures included in the base stream becomes within a previously allocated
range. The video stream (base stream) which is generated in the encoder 102A and includes encoded data of the pictures
in each hierarchy is supplied to the compressed data buffer (cpb) 103A and temporarily stored.
[0096] Further, to the encoder 102B, uncompressed moving image data VDB having a frame frequency of 120 Hz is
input. In the encoder 102B, for example, encoding such as H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC or the like is performed. In this
case, in the encoder 102B, image data of each picture forming the moving image data VDB is classified into a plurality
of hierarchies, image data of the pictures classified into each hierarchy is encoded, and a video stream related to a 120P
service having the encoded image data of pictures in each hierarchy is generated.
[0097] In this video stream, a base stream and an enhanced stream are included. In other words, in the encoder 102B,
the plurality of hierarchies are divided into two and a base stream having encoded image data of pictures in lower
hierarchies and an enhanced stream having encoded image data of pictures in higher hierarchies are generated. Here,
hierarchical encoding is performed so that the hierarchy range of the pictures included in the base stream and the
enhanced stream becomes within the previously allocated ranges, and the number of hierarchies of the pictures to be
included in the enhanced stream becomes one. The video stream (a base stream and an enhanced stream) which is
generated in the encoder 102B and includes encoded data of pictures of each hierarchy is supplied to the compressed
data buffer (cpb) 103B and temporarily stored.
[0098] In the multiplexer 104, when performing a 60P service, a video stream stored in the compressed data buffer
103A is read, packetized into a packetized elementary stream (PES), packetized into a transport packet and multiplexed
to obtain a transport stream TS as a multiplexed stream. This transport stream TS includes only a base stream. In the
multiplexer 104, a fixed PID (= PID_1) is applied to the base stream.
[0099] Further, in the multiplexer 104, when performing a 120P service, a video stream stored in the compressed data
buffer 103B is read, packetized into a packetized elementary stream (PES), packetized into a transport packet, and
multiplexed to obtain a transport stream TS as a multiplexed stream. This transport stream TS includes a base stream
and an enhanced stream. In the multiplexer 104, a fixed PID (= PID_1) is applied to the base stream and a fixed PID (=
PID_2) is applied to the enhanced stream.
[0100] Further, in the multiplexer 104, during a video stream transmission period of each service, PID information is
inserted under a program map table (PMT). Here, according to the first PID information insertion manner, during a video
stream transmission period of one service, PID information of each stream that constitutes the video stream is constantly
inserted and, at the timing immediately before starting a video stream transmission period of a following service, PID
information of each stream that constitutes the video stream is inserted. Further, according to the second PID information
insertion manner, during the video stream transmission period of each service, PID information of both of a base stream
and an enhanced stream are inserted.
[0101] Further, in the multiplexer 104, during a video stream transmission period of each service, hierarchy range
information is inserted under the program map table (PMT). In this case, during a video stream transmission period of
one service, hierarchy range information of pictures of each stream that constitutes the video stream is constantly inserted
and, at the timing immediately before starting a video stream transmission period of a following service, hierarchy range
information of the pictures of each stream that constitutes the video stream is inserted.
[0102] Here, in the multiplexer 104, during a transmission period of a video stream formed with a base stream, only
hierarchy range information of a base stream is inserted according to the first manner, and in addition to the hierarchy
range information of the base stream, information of the hierarchy range that the enhanced stream may take is also
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inserted according to the second manner. The number of the hierarchies of the pictures to be included in the enhanced
stream is assumed to be one, but the information of the hierarchy range that the enhanced stream may take is assumed
to include a plurality of hierarchies for example.
[0103] Further, in the multiplexer 140, during the video stream transmission period of each service, at least at the
timing immediately before starting the video stream transmission period of a following service, switching information is
inserted under program map table (PMT) . In the insertion of this switching information, a newly defined seamless switch
descriptor (Seamless_switch descriptor) or a conventional video decode control descriptor (Video_decode_control de-
scriptor) is used.
[0104] In the transmission unit 105, the transport stream TS obtained in the multiplexer 104 is transmitted to the
reception device 200 via a broadcasting wave or a packet in a network. In this case, for example, the transport stream
TS of a 60P service is transmitted and a transport stream TS of a 120P service is subsequently transmitted. Alternatively,
a transport stream TS of a 120P service is transmitted and a transport stream TS of a 60P service is subsequently
transmitted.
[0105] Here, it has been described that the encoder 102A generates a video stream (a base stream) of a 60P service,
the encoder 102B generates a video stream (a base stream and an enhanced stream) of a 120P service, and the
multiplexer 104 switches them. However, the same effect may be given to the encoder 102B. In this case, the encoder
102B has a function to input uncompressed moving image data VDB having a frame frequency of 120 Hz and to output
as switching an output of a video stream (a base stream) of a 60P service and an output of a video stream (a base
stream and an enhanced stream) of a 120P service.

[Structure of reception device]

[0106] Fig. 14 illustrates a structure example of the reception device 200. The reception device 200 includes a CPU
(Central Processing Unit) 201, a reception unit 202, a demultiplexer 203, and a compressed data buffer (cpb) 204.
Further, the reception device 200 includes a decoder 205, a decompressed data buffer (dpb) 206, a post processing
unit 207, and a display unit 208. The CPU 201 composes a control unit and controls operation of each unit in the reception
device 200.
[0107] The reception unit 202 receives, from the transmission device 100, a transport stream TS transmitted via a
broadcasting wave or a packet in a network. The demultiplexer 203 extracts a stream that constitutes the video stream
from the transport stream TS by filtering with a PID filter and transmits the data to the compressed data buffer (cpb) 204.
[0108] In this case, a fixed PID is respectively applied to the base stream and the enhanced stream. Thus, for example,
even when performing switching from a 60p service to a 120p service or switching in an opposite direction, it is not need
to change the setting of the filter to extract each stream, and thus the occurrence of a display mute can be prevented
and a seamless display is realized.
[0109] Fig. 15 illustrates a structure example of the demultiplexer 203. The demultiplexer 203 includes a PID filter 231,
multiplexing buffers 232_0 to 232_n, 232_null, and 232_c, a section filter 233, and a PMT analyzing unit 234.
[0110] Based on the PID, the PID filter 231 lets through the section data and a null packet included in the transport
stream TS. In the illustrated example, a PID value of the section data is set as PID_c and a PID of the null packet is set
as PID_null. The null packet may be transferred so as to be inserted in the PID stream of the video without having own
PID value. Thus, the multiplexing buffer of a receiver can detect the null packet and use this detection to determine that
a switching may occur. Further, the PID filter 231 lets through a TS packet corresponding to a program number according
to a broadcasting service channel, which is included in the transport stream TS, based on the PID value to be set. In
the illustrated example, the PID values of the TS packets which can be set are set as PID_0 to PID_n.
[0111] The multiplexing buffers 232_0 to 232_n, 232_null, and 232_c temporarily store the TS packets, section data,
null packet which have passed through the PID filter 231. In other words, in the demultiplexer 203, the multiplexing
buffers are managed based on the PID values. The section filter 233 extracts a program map table (PMT) from the
section data stored in the multiplexing buffer 232_c based on the PID value.
[0112] The PMT analyzing unit 234 analyzes the PMT extracted by the section filter 233 and, based on the analysis
result, sets the PID filter 231 a PID value of TS packets to be passed through. For example, when the transport stream
TS is a 60P service for example, "101" which is a fixed PID value applied the base stream is set as PID_0. Further,
when the transport stream TS is a 120P service for example, "101" which is a fixed PID value applied to the base stream
is set as PID_0, and "102" which is a fixed PID value applied to the enhanced stream is set as PID_1.
[0113] Depending on the decode performance of the decoder 205, the demultiplexer 203 transfers TS packets stored
in the multiplexing buffers 232_0 to 232_n based on the PID values to the compressed data buffer 204. For example,
when the decoder 205 is a 60p decoder, the demultiplexer 203 transfers the TS packets of the base stream stored in
the multiplexing buffer 232_0 to the compressed data buffer 204. Further, for example, when the decoder 205 is a 120p
decoder, the demultiplexer 203 transfers a TS packet of a base stream stored in the multiplexing buffer 232_0 and a TS
packet of an enhanced stream stored in the multiplexing buffer 232_1 to the compressed data buffer 204.
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[0114] Note that it has been described that, when the transport stream TS is a 120P service for example, the PID filter
231 let thought a TS packet of PID_0, PID_1; however, when the decoder 205 is a 60p decoder, a method that the PID
filter 231 let though only TS packets of PID_0 may be used.
[0115] Referring back to Fig. 14, the compressed data buffer (cpb) 204 temporarily stores TS packets transferred from
the demultiplexer 203, that is encoded image data of each picture. The decoder 205 reads and decodes encoded image
data of each picture stored in the compressed data buffer 204 respectively at a decode timing given by a DTS (Decoding
Time stamp) of the picture and transmits to the decompressed data buffer (dpb) 206.
[0116] The decompressed data buffer (dpb) 206 temporarily stores image data of each picture decoded in the decoder
205. The post processing unit 207 processes the frame rate of image data of each picture which is sequentially read at
display timings given by the PTS (Presentation Time stamp) from the decompressed data buffer (dpb) 206 to adjust the
display capability.
[0117] For example, in a case that the frame rate of the image data of each picture after decoding is 60 fps and the
display capability is 120 fps, the post processing unit 207 performs an interpolation process on the image data of each
picture after decoding so as to have twice as a resolution in a temporal direction and transmits the data as image data
of 120 fps to the display unit 208.
[0118] The display unit 208 is composed of, for example, an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display), an Organic EL (Organic
Electro-Luminescence) panel or the like. Here, the display unit 208 may be an external device to be connected to the
reception device 200.
[0119] An operation of the reception device 200 illustrated in Fig. 14 will be briefly described. In the reception unit 202,
a transport stream TS transmitted from the transmission device 100 via a broadcasting wave or a packet in a network
is received. This transport stream TS is transmitted to the demultiplexer 203. In the demultiplexer 203, based on PID
information included in a PMT, a TS packet corresponding to the service is extracted from the transport stream TS. This
TS packet is transmitted to the compressed data buffer (cpb) 204 and temporarily stored.
[0120] For example, when the transport stream TS is a 60p service, a TS packet of a base stream is extracted and
transferred to the compressed data buffer 204. Further, for example, with the transport stream TS of a 120p service,
when the decoder 205 is a 60p decoder, a TS packet of a base stream is extracted and transferred to the compressed
data buffer 204 and, when the decoder 205 is a 120p decoder, TS packet of both of the base stream and the enhanced
stream are extracted and transferred to the compressed data buffer 204.
[0121] In the decoder 205, encoded image data of each picture stored in the compressed data buffer 204 is respectively
decoded at decode timings of the pictures, transmitted to the decompressed data buffer (dpb) 206, and temporarily
stored. Then, the image data of each picture which is sequentially read from the decompressed data buffer (dpb) 206
at display timings is transmitted to the post processing unit 207. In the post processing unit 207, interpolation or sub-
sampling is performed on the image data of each picture to adjust those frame rates to the display capability. The image
data of each picture processed in the post processing unit 207 is supplied to the display unit 208 and a moving image
is displayed.
[0122] Next, an operation of switching from a 4K 60p program to a 4K 120p program in the transmission and reception
system 10 illustrated in Fig. 1 will be explained. Fig. 16 illustrates an operation example of a sender, that is, the transmission
device 100. During a 60p service transmission period, the encoder 102A generates a video stream of a 60p service. In
this video stream, only a base stream, to which for example "101" is applied as a PID value is included.
[0123] Then, during the transmission period of a 60p service, in the multiplexer 104, this base stream is packetized
as a packetized elementary stream (PES), then generated as a transport packet, and multiplexed to obtain a transport
stream TS as a multiplexed stream, which serves as a transmission stream of a 4K 60p program.
[0124] During this 60p service transmission period, a PMT, which is illustrated as "previous PMT" is constantly inserted
to the container layer and transmitted. This PMT includes information of "Service_id" and "Version number," and infor-
mation of "Elementary_PID" and "Stream_type" corresponding to the base stream.
[0125] Further, during this 60p service transmission period, at timing immediately before starting a 120p service
transmission period, which is for example a timing one second before the end of the 60p service transmission period,
a PMT, which is illustrated as "new PMT" is inserted to the container layer and transmitted. Similarly to "previous PMT, "
this PMT includes information of "Service_id" and "Version number." "Version number" is changed from "V0" to "V0+1"
to indicate the change to "new PMT."
[0126] Further, this PMT includes information of "Elementary_PID" and "Stream_type" corresponding to the base
stream and also information of "Elementary_PID" and "Stream_type" corresponding to the enhanced stream. Further,
in this PMT, seamless switch descriptor (Seamless_switch descriptor) in which switching information is written is included.
[0127] Here, it is set as "EOS_flag = 1" and it is indicated that "end_of_seq" is encoded. Further, it is set as "number_of
_streams = 2" and it is indicated that the number of service streams after switching is two. Further, it is set as "frame_rate
= 1100(120Hz)" and it is indicated that the frame frequency of the service stream after switching is 120 Hz.
[0128] When the transmission period of the 60p service ends, it is switched to a transmission period of a 120p service.
During the transmission period of the 120p service, the encoder 102B generates a video stream of a 120p service. In
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this video stream, a base stream to which for example "101" is applied as a PID value and an enhanced stream to which
for example "102" is applied as a PID value are included.
[0129] Then, during this 120p service transmission period, in the multiplexer 104, the base stream and the enhanced
stream are generated as PES packets, then generated as transport packets and multiplexed to obtain a transport stream
TS as multiplexed stream, which serve as a transmission stream of a 4K 120p program. Here, between the transmission
stream of the 4K 60p program and the transmission stream of the 4K 120p program, there is a gap period during which
a null packet is transmitted.
[0130] Fig. 17 illustrates an operation example of the reception side, that is, the reception device 200. During the
transmission period of a 60p service, the demultiplexer 203 outputs a video stream of a 4K 60 program. Then, the
decoder 205 outputs image data of a 4K 60 program in both cases of a 60p decoder and a 120p decoder.
[0131] During this transmission period of the 60p service, from the container layer, a PMT illustrated as "previous
PMT" is constantly obtained and, at the timing immediately before starting the transmission period of the 120p service,
"new PMT" is obtained. When the PID value of the enhanced stream included in the "new PMT" is set to the PID filter,
the demultiplexer 203 becomes in a state to be able to output a video stream of a 4K 120 program.
[0132] When the 60p service transmission period ends, it is switched to a 120p service transmission period. In this
case, the output of the demultiplexer 203 is switched from a 4K 60p program video stream (only a base stream) to a 4K
120p program video stream (a base stream and an enhanced stream) after a gap period which a null packet is included.
Then, from the decoder 205, 4K 60 program image data is output in a case of a 60p decoder, and 4K 120 program image
data is output in a case of a 120p decoder.
[0133] The operation of the demultiplexer 203 when switching from a 60p service transmission period to a 120p service
transmission period will be further explained. During the 60p service transmission period, only a stream of PID_0 (101)
(a base stream) passes through the PID filter 231 and is stored in the multiplexing buffer 232_0.
[0134] At the timing one second before the transmission period of the 60p service ends, the section filter 233 extracts
"new PMT." This "new PMT" is analyzed in the PMT analyzing unit 234, and a PID value of a stream through which the
PID filter 231 is passed, "Stream_type" and "Descriptor" are detected and a PID value is set to the PID filter 231. Thus,
in the transmission period of the following 120p service, the PID filter 231 can let though a stream of PID_1 (102) (the
enhanced stream) as well as a stream of PID_0 (101) (the base stream) .
[0135] After switching to the transmission period of the 120p service, the stream of PID_0(101) (the base stream)
passes through the PID filter 231 and is stored in the multiplexing buffer 232_0, and the stream of PID_0(102) (the
enhanced stream) also passes through the PID filter 231 and is stored in the multiplexing buffer 232_1. Here, when
"EOS_flag" of the seamless switch descriptor in "new PMT" is "1," it is determined that switching will occur with number
of the video formats and the service streams at timing of detecting EOS of the video stream.
[0136] Here, the above operation examples illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17 illustrate that the PID value of the enhanced
stream is informed with "new PMT" inserted in the container layer at the timing immediately before starting the transmission
period of the 120p service, that is, for example, at the timing one second before the transmission period of the 60p
service ends (the first PID insertionmanner). However, it is possible to reserve the PID value of the enhanced stream
by including the PID value of the enhanced stream in "previous PMT, " which is constantly inserted in the container layer
during the transmission period of the 60p service (the second PID insertion manner). Figs. 18 and 19 illustrate examples
of the operations in the transmission side and the reception side .
[0137] Next, a change of the hierarchical encoding structure corresponding to service switching operations in the
transmission and reception system 10 illustrated in Fig. 1 will be explained. Fig. 20 illustrates an example of a change
of the hierarchical encoding structure corresponding to a service switching operation. In this example, hierarchies 0 to
3 are allocated to the base streams, and hierarchies 4 and 5 are allocated to the enhanced streams.
[0138] In this example, in the video stream of the 60p service, encoded image data of each picture on which hierarchical
encoding is performed is included. In this case, pictures exist in the hierarchies 0 to 3. In the video stream of 60p service,
only a base stream is included. In this base stream, pictures in all hierarchies 0 to 3 are included. In this case, in the
SPS of the base stream, "general_level_idc" is set as "level5.1" and it is set as "sps_max_sublayer_minus1 = 3."
[0139] Further, in this example, in the video stream of the 120p service, encoded image data of each picture on which
hierarchical encoding is performed is included. In this case, pictures exist in hierarchies 0 to 4. In the video stream of
the 120p service, a base stream and an enhanced stream are included. Pictures in the hierarchies 0 to 3 are included
in the base stream, and pictures in the hierarchy 4 are included in the enhanced stream. In this case, in the SPS
(Sequence Parameter Set) of the base stream, "general_level_idc" is set as "level5.2" and it is set as
"sps_max_sublayer_minus1 = 4."
[0140] At the timing immediately before starting the transmission period of the 60p service, the PMT having information
of the video stream of the 60p service is inserted in the container layer. In a HEVC descriptor included in the PMT,
"level_idc" is set as "level5.1" and it is set as "temporal_id_min = 0" and "temporal_id_max = 3."
[0141] Similarly, during the 60p service transmission period, at the timing immediately before starting the 120p service,
the PMT having information of the video stream of the 120p service is inserted in the container layer. In the HEVC
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descriptor of the base stream included in the PMT, "level_idc" is set as "level5.1" and further it is set as "temporal_id_min
= 0" and "temporal_id_max= 3." Further, in the HEVC descriptor of the enhanced stream included in the PMT, "level_idc"
is set as "level5.2" and further it is set as "temporal_id_min = 4" and "temporal_id_max = 4."
[0142] In this case, in a period T starting from an insertion of the PMT having information of the video stream of the
120p service until the end of the transmission period of the 60p service, the information of the video layer is the information
of the video stream in the 60p service, while the information of the system layer is the information of the video stream
in the 120p service. However, in this case, the ranges of the value of "temporal_id" of the video and the value of
"temporal_id" of the HEVC descriptor are matched. This is because hierarchical encoding is performed on the video
stream of each service so that the hierarchies of pictures respectively included in the base stream and the enhanced
stream become within previously allocated ranges which are independent from each other.
[0143] Fig. 21 illustrates another example of a change of a hierarchical encoding structure according to the operation
of service switching. In this example, the hierarchies 0 to 3 are allocated to the base stream, and the hierarchies 5 and
6 are allocated to the enhanced stream.
[0144] In this example, in the video stream of a 60p service, encoded image data of each picture on which hierarchical
encoding is performed is included. In this case, there are pictures in the hierarchies 0 to 3. In the video stream of the
60p service, only a base stream is included. In this base stream, pictures in all hierarchies 0 to 3 are included. In this
case, in the SPS of the base stream, "general_level_idc" is set as "level5. 1" and it is set as "sps_max_sublayer_minus1
= 3."
[0145] Further, in this example, in the video stream of a 120p service, encoded image data of each picture on which
hierarchical encoding is performed is included. In this case, there are pictures in the hierarchies 0 to 2 and 5. In the
video stream of the 120p service, a base stream and an enhanced stream are included. The base stream includes
pictures in the hierarchies of 0 to 2 and the enhanced stream includes pictures in the hierarchy 5. In this case, in the
SPS (Sequence Parameter Set) of the base stream, "general_level_idc" is set as "level5.2" and it is set as
"sps_max_sublayer_minus1 = 5."
[0146] At the timing immediately before the transmission period of the 60p service is started, a PMT having information
of the video stream of the 60p service is inserted in the container layer. In this PMT, there is information of the base
stream and the enhanced stream. In the HEVC descriptor of the base stream, "level_idc" is set as "level5.1," and further,
it is set as "temporal_id_min = 0" and "temporal_id_max = 3."
[0147] Further, in the HEVC descriptor of the enhanced stream, "level_idc " is set as "level5.2," and further, it is set
as "temporal_id_min = 5" and "temporal_id_max = 6." With the settings, it is indicated that the hierarchy range that the
enhanced streammay take is the hierarchies 5 and 6 and indicated that an enhanced stream does not exist in actual.
Here, similarly to the illustration of Fig. 20, the information of the enhanced stream may not exist in the PMT.
[0148] Further, during the transmission period of the 60p service, at the timing immediately before starting the 120p
service, a PMT having information of the video stream of the 120p service is inserted in the container layer. In the HEVC
descriptor of the base stream included in the PMT, "level_idc" is set as "level5. 1," and further, it is set as "temporal_id_min
= 0" and"temporal_id_max = 3." Further, in the HEVC descriptor of the enhanced stream included in the PMT, "level_idc"
is set as "level5.2, " and further, it is set as "temporal_id_min = 5" and "temporal_id_max = 5."
[0149] In this case, in the period T starting from the insertion of the PMT having the information of the video stream
of the 120p service until the end of the transmission period of the 60p service, the information of the video layer is
information of the video stream of the 60p service while the information of the system layer is the information of the video
stream of the 120p service. However, in this example, the range of the value of "temporal_id" of the video and the range
of the value of "temporal_id" of the HEVC descriptor are matched. This is because hierarchical encoding is performed
on the video stream of each service so that the hierarchies of the pictures respectively included in the base stream and
the enhanced stream become within the previously allocated ranges which are independent from each other.
[0150] Fig. 22 illustrates an example of a change of the hierarchical encoding structure according to the operation of
the service switching. This is an example that the hierarchies of the pictures respectively included in the base stream
and the enhanced stream are not allocated in advance.
[0151] In this example, in the video stream of the 60p service, encoded image data of each picture on which hierarchical
encoding is performed is included. In this case, there are pictures in the hierarchies 0 to 3. In the video stream of the
60p service, only a base stream is included. In this base stream, the pictures in all the hierarchies 0 to 3 are included.
In this case, in the SPS of the base stream, "general_level_idc" is set as "level5. 1" and it is set as
"sps_max_sublayer_minus1 = 3."
[0152] Further, in this example, in the video stream of the 120p service, encoded image data of each picture on which
hierarchical encoding is performed is included. In this case, pictures in the hierarchies 0 to 3 exist. In the video stream
of the 120p service, a base stream and an enhanced stream are included. The base stream includes pictures in hierarchies
0 to 2 and the enhanced stream includes pictures in the hierarchy 3. In this case, in the SPS (Sequence Parameter Set)
of the base stream, "general_level_idc" is set as "level5.2" and it is set as "sps_max_sublayer_minus1 = 3."
[0153] At the timing immediately before the transmission period of the 60p service is started, a PMT having information
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of the video stream of the 60p service is inserted in the container layer. In the HEVC descriptor included in the PMT,
"level_idc " is set as "level5.1," and further, it is set as "temporal_id_min = 0" and "temporal_id_max = 3."
[0154] Similarly, during the transmission period of the 60p service, at the timing immediately before starting the 120p
service, a PMT having information of the video stream of the 120p service is inserted in the container layer. In the HEVC
descriptor of the base stream included in the PMT, "level_idc " is set as "level5.1," and further, it is set as "temporal_id_min
= 0" , "temporal_id_max = 2." Further, in the HEVC descriptor of the enhanced stream included in the PMT, "level_idc "
is set as "level5.2" and it is set as "temporal_id_min = 3" and "temporal_id_max = 3."
[0155] In this case, in the period T starting from the insertion of the PMT having information of the video stream of the
120p service until the end of the transmission period of the 60p service, the information of the video layer is the information
of the video stream of the 60p service while the information of the system layer is the information of the video stream of
the 120p service. Then, in this example, the range of the value of "temporal_id" of the video and the value of "temporal_id"
of the HEVC descriptor are not matched. This is because hierarchical encoding is not performed on the video stream
of each service so that the hierarchies of the pictures respectively included in the base stream and the enhanced stream
become within the previously allocated ranges which are independent from each other, and the layer of temporal_ID =
3 may vary to exist in the base stream or exist in the enhanced stream.
[0156] As described above, in the transmission and reception system 10 illustrated in Fig. 1, in the transmission device
100, a fixed identifier (PID) is applied to the base stream and the enhanced stream. Thus, in the transmission side, even
when switching from a 60p service to a 120p or from a 120p service to a 60p service, it is not required to change the
settings of the filter to extract each stream in the demultiplexer 203. Thus an occurrence of a display mute can be
prevented and a seamless display is realized.
[0157] Further, in the transmission and reception system 10 illustrated in Fig. 1, this is what hierarchical encoding of
a video stream of each service is performed so that, in the video stream of each service, the hierarchies of the pictures
respectively included in the base stream and the enhanced stream become within previously allocated ranges which
are independent from each other. Thus, a mismatch between the range of the value of "temporal_id" of the video and
the range of the value of "temporal_id" of the HEVC descriptor can be prevented.

<2. Modification>

[0158] Here, according to the above described embodiment, the transmission and reception system 10 composed of
the transmission device 100 and the reception device 200 has been illustrated; however, the structure of the transmission
and reception system to which the present technique can be applied is not limited to this structure. For example, the
section of the reception device 200 may be, for example, a structure of a set top box and a monitor which are connected
via a digital interface such as an HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface). It is noted that the "HDMI" is a registered
trademark.
[0159] Further, the above described embodiment has described an example that the container is the transport stream
(MPEG-2 TS). However, the present technique can also be applied to a system of a structure in which data is delivered
to a reception terminal using a network such as the Internet. For the delivery via the Internet, data is often delivered with
a container of MP4 or in other formats. In other words, as the container, various format containers such as a transport
stream (MPEG-2 TS) used as digital broadcast standards, and MP4 used for delivery via the Internet.
[0160] The major characteristics of the present technique is that, by applying a fixed identifier to a base stream and
an enhanced stream, the reception side does not need to change the settings of the filter to extract each stream by the
demultiplexer even when the services are switched, and this prevents an occurrence of a display mute and realizes a
seamless display (see Fig. 16). Further, the major characteristics of the present technique is that hierarchical encoding
is performed on the video stream of each service so that the hierarchies of pictures respectively included in the base
stream and the enhanced stream become within the previously allocated ranges which are independent from each other
and this prevents a mismatch between the values of "temporal_id" of the video and the HEVC descriptor (see Fig. 20).

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0161]

10 Transmission and reception system
100 Transmission device
101 CPU
102A, 102B Encoder
103A, 103B Compressed data buffer (cpb)
104 Multiplexer
105 Transmission unit
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141 Section information generation unit
142 Null packet generation unit
143 Selector
144 PID allocation unit
145 TS multiplexing unit
200 Reception device
201 CPU
202 Reception unit
203 Demultiplexer
204 Compressed data buffer (cpb)
205 Decoder
206 Decompressed data buffer (dpb)
207 Post processing unit
208 Display unit
231 PID filter
232_0 to 232_n, 232_null, 232_c Multiplexing buffer
233 Section filter
234 PMT analyzing unit

Claims

1. A transmission device comprising:

an image encoding unit (102A, 102B) configured to perform hierarchical encoding on image data of each picture
that constitutes moving image data and generate a base stream having encoded image data of pictures in lower
hierarchies and an enhanced stream having encoded image data of pictures in a higher hierarchy, which is a
higher hierarchy than a highest hierarchy that any picture of the base stream can have, wherein the hierarchies
of the pictures included in the base stream and the hierarchy of the pictures included in the enhanced stream
are within previously allocated respective ranges, which are independent from each other; and
a transmission unit (105) configured to transmit a container in a predetermined format that includes the base
stream and the enhanced stream which are generated by the image encoding unit.

2. The transmission device according to claim 1, further comprising:
an information insertion unit (104) configured to insert a level specification value of a bit rate of the base stream and
the enhanced stream into the container.

3. The transmission device according to claim 1, further comprising:
an information insertion unit (104) configured to insert hierarchy range information of the pictures of the base stream
and the enhanced stream to the container.

4. The transmission device according to claim 1, wherein
the base stream includes encoded image data of 60 Hz and the base stream and the enhanced stream include
encoded image data of 120 Hz.

5. The transmission device according to claim 1, wherein
the number of hierarchies of the pictures included in the enhanced stream is one.

6. A transmission method, comprising:

an image encoding step of performing hierarchical encoding on image data of each picture that constitutes
moving image data and generating a base stream including encoded image data of pictures in lower hierarchies
and an enhanced stream including encoded image data of pictures in a higher hierarchy, which is a higher
hierarchy than a highest hierarchy that any picture of the base stream can have, wherein the hierarchies of the
pictures included in the base stream and the hierarchy of the pictures included in the enhanced stream are
within previously allocated respective ranges, which are independent from each other; and
a transmission step of transmitting a container in a predetermined format that includes the base stream and the
enhanced stream which are generated in the image encoding step.
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7. A reception device comprising:

a reception unit (202) configured to receive a container in a predetermined format including a base stream
having encoded image data of pictures in lower hierarchies and an enhanced stream having encoded image
data of pictures in a higher hierarchy, which are generated by performing hierarchical encoding on image data
of each picture that constitutes moving image data, wherein the higher hierarchy is a higher hierarchy than a
highest hierarchy that any picture of the base stream can have, wherein the hierarchies of the pictures included
in the base stream and the hierarchy of the pictures included in the enhanced stream are within previously
allocated respective ranges, which are independent from each other; and
a processing unit (203) configured to extract only encoded image data of the pictures of each hierarchy included
in the base stream according to a decode performance or extract both of encoded image data of the pictures
of each hierarchy included in the base stream and encoded image data of the pictures of the higher hierarchy
included in the enhanced stream, and obtain image data of each picture that constitutes moving image data by
performing a decode process on the encoded image data of each extracted picture.

8. A reception method comprising:

a reception step of receiving a container in a predetermined format that includes a base stream having encoded
image data of pictures in lower hierarchies and an enhanced stream having encoded image data of pictures in
a higher hierarchy, which are generated by performing hierarchical encoding on the image data of each picture
that constitutes moving image data, wherein the higher hierarchy is a higher hierarchy than a highest hierarchy
that any picture of the base stream can have, wherein the hierarchies of the pictures included in the base stream
and the hierarchies of the pictures included in the enhanced stream are within previously allocated respective
ranges, which are independent from each other; and
a processing step of extracting only encoded image data of the pictures of each hierarchy included in the base
stream or extracting both of encoded image data of the pictures of each hierarchy included in the base stream
and encoded image data of the pictures of the higher hierarchy included in the enhanced stream according to
a decode performance, and obtaining image data of each picture that constitutes moving image data by per-
forming a decode process on the encoded image data of each extracted picture.

Patentansprüche

1. Übertragungsvorrichtung, die Folgendes aufweist:

eine Bildcodiereinheit (102A, 102B), ausgebildet zum Durchführen hierarchischer Codierung an Bilddaten von
jedem Einzelbild, das Bewegtbilddaten ausmacht, und Erzeugen eines Basisstroms, der codierte Bilddaten von
Einzelbildern in niedrigeren Hierarchien enthält, und eines Verbesserungsstroms, der codierte Bilddaten von
Einzelbildern in einer höheren Hierarchie enthält, die eine höhere Hierarchie als eine höchste Hierarchie, die
irgendein Einzelbild des Basisstroms aufweisen kann, ist, wobei die Hierarchien der in dem Basisstrom enthal-
tenen Einzelbilder und die Hierarchie der in dem Verbesserungsstrom enthaltenen Einzelbilder innerhalb zuvor
zugeteilter jeweiliger Bereiche liegen, die voneinander unabhängig sind, und
eine Übertragungseinheit (105), ausgebildet zum Übertragen eines Behälters in einem vordefinierten Format,
der den Basisstrom und den Verbesserungsstrom enthält, die durch die Bildcodiereinheit erzeugt werden.

2. Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, die ferner Folgendes aufweist:
eine Informationeneinsetzeinheit (104), ausgebildet zum Einsetzen eines Niveauspezifikationswerts einer Bitrate
des Basisstroms und des Verbesserungsstroms in den Behälter.

3. Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, die ferner Folgendes aufweist:
eine Informationeneinsetzeinheit (104), ausgebildet zum Einsetzen von Hierarchiebereichsinformationen der Ein-
zelbilder des Basisstroms und des Verbesserungsstroms in den Behälter.

4. Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Basisstrom codierte Bilddaten von 60 Hz enthält und der
Basisstrom und der Verbesserungsstrom codierte Bilddaten von 120 Hz enthalten.

5. Übertragungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Anzahl von Hierarchien der Einzelbilder, die in dem Verbes-
serungsstrom enthalten sind, eins ist.
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6. Übertragungsverfahren, das Folgendes aufweist:

einen Bildcodierschritt von Durchführen hierarchischer Codierung an Bilddaten von jedem Einzelbild, das Be-
wegtbilddaten ausmacht, und Erzeugen eines Basisstroms, der codierte Bilddaten von Einzelbildern in niedri-
geren Hierarchien enthält, und eines Verbesserungsstroms, der codierte Bilddaten von Einzelbildern in einer
höheren Hierarchie enthält, die eine höhere Hierarchie als eine höchste Hierarchie, die irgendein Einzelbild des
Basisstroms aufweisen kann, ist, wobei die Hierarchien der in dem Basisstrom enthaltenen Einzelbilder und
die Hierarchie der in dem Verbesserungsstrom enthaltenen Einzelbilder innerhalb zuvor zugeteilter jeweiliger
Bereiche liegen, die voneinander unabhängig sind; und
einen Übertragungsschritt von Übertragen eines Behälters in einem vordefinierten Format, der den Basisstrom
und den Verbesserungsstrom enthält, die in dem Bildcodierschritt erzeugt werden.

7. Empfangsvorrichtung, die Folgendes umfasst:

eine Empfangseinheit (202), ausgebildet zum Empfangen eines Behälters in einem vordefinierten Format, der
einen Basisstrom mit codierten Bilddaten von Einzelbildern in niedrigeren Hierarchien und einen Verbesse-
rungsstrom mit codierten Bilddaten von Einzelbildern in einer höheren Hierarchie enthält, die erzeugt werden
durch Durchführen hierarchischer Codierung an Bilddaten von jedem Einzelbild, das Bewegtbilddaten ausmacht,
wobei die höhere Hierarchie eine höhere Hierarchie als eine höchste Hierarchie, die irgendein Einzelbild des
Basisstroms aufweisen kann, ist, wobei die Hierarchien der in dem Basisstrom enthaltenen Einzelbilder und
die Hierarchie der in dem Verbesserungsstrom enthaltenen Einzelbilder innerhalb zuvor zugeteilter jeweiliger
Bereiche liegen, die voneinander unabhängig sind; und
eine Verarbeitungseinheit (203), ausgebildet zum Extrahieren von nur codierten Bilddaten der Einzelbilder von
jeder Hierarchie, enthalten in dem Basisstrom, gemäß einer Decodierleistung, oder zum Extrahieren von sowohl
codierten Bilddaten der Einzelbilder von jeder Hierarchie, enthalten in dem Basisstrom, als auch codierten
Bilddaten der Einzelbilder der höheren Hierarchie, enthalten in dem Verbesserungsstrom, und zum Erhalten
von Bilddaten von jedem Einzelbild, das Bewegtbilddaten ausmacht, durch Durchführen eines Decodierpro-
zesses an den codierten Bilddaten von jedem extrahierten Einzelbild.

8. Empfangsverfahren, das Folgendes umfasst:

einen Empfangsschritt von Empfangen eines Behälters in einem vordefinierten Format, der einen Basisstrom
mit codierten Bilddaten von Einzelbildern in niedrigeren Hierarchien und einen Verbesserungsstrom mit codier-
ten Bilddaten von Einzelbildern in einer höheren Hierarchie enthält, die erzeugt werden durch Durchführen
hierarchischer Codierung an den Bilddaten von jedem Einzelbild, das Bewegtbilddaten ausmacht, wobei die
höhere Hierarchie eine höhere Hierarchie als eine höchste Hierarchie, die irgendein Einzelbild des Basisstroms
aufweisen kann, ist, wobei die Hierarchien der in dem Basisstrom enthaltenen Einzelbilder und die Hierarchie
der in dem Verbesserungsstrom enthaltenen Einzelbilder innerhalb zuvor zugeteilter jeweiliger Bereiche liegen,
die voneinander unabhängig sind; und
einen Verarbeitungsschritt von Extrahieren von nur codierten Bilddaten der Einzelbilder von jeder Hierarchie,
enthalten in dem Basisstrom, oder Extrahieren gemäß einer Decodierleistung von sowohl codierten Bilddaten
der Einzelbilder von jeder Hierarchie, enthalten in dem Basisstrom, als auch codierten Bilddaten der Einzelbilder
der höheren Hierarchie, enthalten in dem Verbesserungsstrom, und Erhalten von Bilddaten von jedem Einzelbild,
das Bewegtbilddaten ausmacht, durch Durchführen eines Decodierprozesses an den codierten Bilddaten von
jedem extrahierten Einzelbild.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’émission, comprenant :

une unité de codage d’image (102A, 102B), configurée pour réaliser un codage hiérarchique sur des données
d’image, pour chaque image, qui constituent des données d’image en mouvement et pour générer un flux de
base ayant des données d’image codées pour des images dans des hiérarchies inférieures et un flux amélioré
ayant des données d’image codées pour des images dans une hiérarchie supérieure, qui est une hiérarchie
supérieure à une hiérarchie maximale que n’importe quelle image du flux de base pourrait avoir, les hiérarchies
des images incluses dans le flux de base et la hiérarchie des images incluses dans le flux amélioré étant dans
des plages respectives affectées préalablement, qui sont indépendantes les unes des autres ; et
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une unité d’émission (105), configurée pour émettre un contenant dans un format prédéterminé qui inclut le
flux de base et le flux amélioré qui sont générés par l’unité de codage d’image.

2. Dispositif d’émission selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :
une unité d’insertion d’informations (104), configurée pour insérer dans le contenant une valeur de spécification de
niveau d’un débit binaire du flux de base et du flux amélioré.

3. Dispositif d’émission selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :
une unité d’insertion d’informations (104), configurée pour insérer dans le contenant des informations de plages de
hiérarchies des images du flux de base et du flux amélioré.

4. Dispositif d’émission selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :
le flux de base inclut des données d’image codées de 60 Hz et le flux de base et le flux amélioré incluent des
données d’image codées de 120 Hz.

5. Dispositif d’émission selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :
le nombre de hiérarchies des images incluses dans le flux amélioré est égal à un.

6. Procédé d’émission, comprenant :

une étape de codage d’image consistant à réaliser un codage hiérarchique sur des données d’image, pour
chaque image, qui constituent des données d’image en mouvement et à générer un flux de base incluant des
données d’image codées pour des images dans des hiérarchies inférieures et un flux amélioré incluant des
données d’image codées pour des images dans une hiérarchie supérieure, qui est une hiérarchie supérieure
à une hiérarchie maximale que n’importe quelle image du flux de base pourrait avoir, les hiérarchies des images
incluses dans le flux de base et la hiérarchie des images incluses dans le flux amélioré étant dans des plages
respectives affectées préalablement, qui sont indépendantes les unes des autres ; et
une étape d’émission consistant à émettre un contenant dans un format prédéterminé qui inclut le flux de base
et le flux amélioré qui sont générés à l’étape de codage d’image.

7. Dispositif de réception, comprenant :

une unité de réception (202), configurée pour recevoir un contenant dans un format prédéterminé incluant un
flux de base ayant des données d’image codées pour des images dans des hiérarchies inférieures et un flux
amélioré ayant des données d’image codées pour des images dans une hiérarchie supérieure, qui sont générés
en réalisant un codage hiérarchique sur des données d’image, pour chaque image, qui constituent des données
d’image en mouvement, la hiérarchie supérieure étant une hiérarchie supérieure à une hiérarchie maximale
que n’importe quelle image du flux de base pourrait avoir, les hiérarchies des images incluses dans le flux de
base et la hiérarchie des images incluses dans le flux amélioré étant dans des plages respectives affectées
préalablement, qui sont indépendantes les unes des autres ; et
une unité de traitement (203), configurée pour extraire uniquement des données d’image codées pour les
images de chaque hiérarchie incluse dans le flux de base selon une performance de décodage ou pour extraire
des données d’image codées pour les images de chaque hiérarchie incluse dans le flux de base et des données
d’image codées pour les images de la hiérarchie supérieure incluse dans le flux amélioré, et pour obtenir des
données d’image, pour chaque image, qui constituent des données d’image en mouvement en réalisant un
processus de décodage sur les données d’image codées pour chaque image extraite.

8. Procédé de réception, comprenant :

une étape de réception consistant à recevoir un contenant dans un format prédéterminé qui inclut un flux de
base ayant des données d’image codées pour des images dans des hiérarchies inférieures et un flux amélioré
ayant des données d’image codées pour des images dans une hiérarchie supérieure, qui sont générés en
réalisant un codage hiérarchique sur les données d’image, pour chaque image, qui constituent des données
d’image en mouvement, la hiérarchie supérieure étant une hiérarchie supérieure à une hiérarchie maximale
que n’importe quelle image du flux de base pourrait avoir, les hiérarchies des images incluses dans le flux de
base et les hiérarchies des images incluses dans le flux amélioré étant dans des plages respectives affectées
préalablement, qui sont indépendantes les unes des autres ; et
une étape de traitement consistant à extraire uniquement des données d’image codées pour les images de
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chaque hiérarchie incluse dans le flux de base ou à extraire des données d’image codées pour les images de
chaque hiérarchie incluse dans le flux de base et des données d’image codées pour les images de la hiérarchie
supérieure incluse dans le flux amélioré selon une performance de décodage, et à obtenir des données d’image,
pour chaque image, qui constituent des données d’image en mouvement en réalisant un processus de décodage
sur les données d’image codées pour chaque image extraite.
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